GREEK INSCRIPTIONS
ATTIC TRITTYES
In Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 50-51, I published a "marker" which named
Thorikos as the Coastal Riding of Akamantis. There is now some new evidence about
the trittyes of this tribe, which I present here together with three other stones that
name trittyes in other tribes. General reference should now be made to Hommel's
article in Pauly-Wissowa, R.E., s. v. Trittyes, a copy of which the author has very
kindly sent to me in advance of publication.
1.

Fragment of Pentelic marble, found on October 15, 1937, in Section Q.
Height, 0.20 m.; width, 0.095 m.; thickness
(original), 0.093 m.
Height of letters, 0.017 m.
Inv. No. I 5053.
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This inscription shows that Hommel's identification of
Sphettos (Pauly-Wissowa, R.E., s. v. Trittyes, p. 367) as the
Inland Riding of Akamantis is correct. The Coastal Riding is
named as Thorikos in the text published in Hesperia, VIII, 1939,
pp. 50-51. The evidence for the City Riding is ambiguous, for
both Cholargos and the Kerameikos are named in other inscripNo. 1
tions. For Cholargos the epigraphical evidence is to be found in
I.G., 12, 900: AEIpE Alavmr'VI vXE reXrVTaL, T!erpa7ToXov 8E I TpT7'VS, 'AKaua Ivri 8
4vXEa6pIXETa, XoXapyElov 8E rptrrvs.' The epigraphical evidence for the Kerameikos
lies in I.G., J2, 883: [KEp] ap&oy ! ['rp]LTrTV.2
There cannot at the same time have been four trittyes of this one tribe. Hommel
(op. cit., pp. 366-370) suggests that I.G., I2, 883 should be restored as [At]opuov or
1
Klaffenbach assures me, by letter, that the reading XoXapyeov is perfectly clear on the squeeze
now in the Berlin Academy. It should be noted that this text is not to be associated with I.G., I2,
901, new readings of which are now offered by Wade-Gery in Mtelanges Glotz, pp. 886-887.
2 The reading was given by Rangabe, Antiquites Helle'niques, II (1855),
no. 639, as ---peoI [Tp]tTTVN (see Rangabe's note), but the squeeze now in the collection of the Institute for Advanced
Study in Princeton shows clearly part of the alpha and all but the final stroke of the nu in

[Kep] aueCov.
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as [Ho] aplov, so changing the tribal connection from Akamantis to Aigeis or
Leontis, but this solution of the impasse cannot be right because the letter before
the nu is clearly alpha and not omicron and because there is no demotic llorauev1v.
The demotic of Potamos is always Ior4upos, as Hommel himself notes in his commentary. Although the reading [KEp]apA'ovis partly restoration, there is no other
name known among the Attic demes that satisfies the epigraphic requirements.
If the reading is to be retained it will be necessary to assume an error in the text
of either I.G., J2, 883 or 900. The alternative is to assume that [---]afaE'ov should
be so restored as to yield the name of a trittys as yet unknown in some tribe other
than Akamantis. Attractive as the restoration [KEp]apEov is, this interpretation does
least violence to the available evidence, and perhaps Cholargos should be kept as the
City Riding,3 leaving I.G., P2, 883 with its tribal connection undetermined and with

some restoration different from [KEp]aaE4ov still to be discovered in line 1.
2. Poros stone with the top, right side, and back preserved, found on September 17, 1938, in the wall of a modern house in Section BB.

Height, 0.27 in.; width, 0. 18 in.;
thickness, 0. 18 m.
Height of letters, 0.047 m.
Inv. No. I 5564.

[V', TE]XEVT
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[~~~~~at,

5 [tov8E rpt]
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

[rat]
V

No. 2

This document names two of the trittyes of Leontis, both hitherto unknown.
The restoration [IpE] app [Lov] seems sure; I have no restoration to offer for the name

in lines 1-2, though it seems to begin with delta, and in all the name should contain
six letters. Phrearrioi was the Coastal Riding.
3 See

the comments by Gomme, The Population of Athens, p. 60, note 2.
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3. Poros fragment preserving the left side and top crudely finished, found on
November 18, 1933, in the wall of a modern house in Section M.
Height, 0.257 m.; width, 0.156 m.;
thickness, 0.129 m.
Height of letters, 0.035 m.
Inv. No. I 1191.
.TOIX.
AE[VpE He]

St [ov Tp]
t,r [ V', rE
XEV[r"a."]

This document confirms Wade-Gery's restoration of the text of I.G., I2, 899 as published
in Melanges Glotz, pp. 883-886, naming the
Inland Riding of Oineis as Pedieis. The other
two Ridings of this tribe are known from I.G.,
I2, 884 as Lakiadai (City) and from I.G., 12,
899 itself as Thriasioi (Coastal). The table in
No. 3
Hommel's publication (Pauly-Wissowa, R.E.,
s. v. Trittyes, pp. 367-368; cf. p. 370)
should be emended accordingly.
4. Part of a marker of poros, found
on November 6, 1934, in the wall of a
modern house in Section S.
Height, 0.53 m.; width, 0.38 m.;
thickness, 0.24 m.
Height of letters, ca. 0.035 m.
Inv. No. 12197.
ca. 450

NON-YTOIX.

B.C.
...
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[......]

T]E<X>E[vr]

[a llaX]XEv[so]
[v 8]E apXEr[at]
[r] Pt v.

5
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The inscription is of the type of I.G., P2, 889. Pallene was the largest of the
inland demes of the tribe Antiochis, and the text of lines 4-5 here is the first epigraphical evidence that the inland trittys had the same name. The normal formulae
1EXEvTra in lines 2-4, where the
of such documents require the words ---?--rpLrVs
restoration can be made, on the assumption that the stone-cutter omitted the lambda
of rXEvTra. The name of a second riding of Antiochis must have appeared in lines
1-2, but no trace of it is now preserved; one can only infer that it contained approximately ten letters.
The Tptr-rvg HaXXAArvEcv
may now be added to the list as given by Hommel in
Pauly-Wissowa, R.E., s. v. Trittyes, p. 367. Solders, Die ausserstddtischen Kulte,
p. 115, had already suggested that Pallene was the Inland Riding of Antiochis. See
also Sundwall, Nachtrige zur Prosopographia Attica, pp. 174-175; Wade-Gery,
Melanges Glotz, pp. 883-887; and Meritt, Hesperia, VIII, 1939, no. 16.
DEMESMEN

OF HIPPOTHONTIS

5. Fragment of Pentelic marble, found on September 19, 1934, in Section A.
The bottom, smooth-picked, is preserved; at the left the lateral face seems to have
been dressed back originally at an angle of forty-five degrees, thus making an
octagonal monument, but only part of the beveling is preserved; the stone is otherwise broken.

Height, 0.215 m.; width,
o 37 in.; thickness,

o.121m.
Height of letters, 0.01 m.Inv No. I 2024.

No. 5

The inscription is stoichedon. Five lines occupy a vertical space of 0.098 m., and
ten letters (measured on centres) occupy a horizontal space of 0.147 m.
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First Half of Fourth Century B.C.
IloXva-rpoos?- - - - - - - - - - - 'AiwEtviagAvoa-------'E p o t 6 8
[a
L]

5

Xapto-av8poq Xap&K[X----]
K E ? p l a
[8
llpr6axosa
Ep,
[?1p--

a

l]

'Ep0oKXA'
'Ep,uo [----]
vacat

The inscription presents names, followed by patronymics(?), of members of
the tribe Hippothontis, and is probably to be interpreted as a list of the prytaneis of
that tribe. There was one representative from the deme Eroiadai, and there were two
representatives from the deme Keiriadai.
For Eroiadai a representation of two in the third century and of one in the
second century is attested by Dow, Hesperia, Suppl. I, no. 19, lines 15-17, and no. 64,
lines 103-104. Keiriadai seems to have had two representatives at some time in the
third century, and one representative in the second century (Dow, loc. cit., no. 19,
lines 18-20, and no. 64, lines 91-92). A list of councillors of the early fourth
century (I.G.,

JJ2,

1698) names three members from Keiriadai.
LIST OF PHYLARCHS

6.

Fragment from the top of a base of Pentelic marble, with a cutting in the

top for the insertion of some object, found on October 31, 1935, in the wall of a
modern house in Section N.

Height, 0.165 m.; width, 0.25 m.;

thickness, 0.18 m.
Height of letters, in line 1, 0.02
im., in lines 2-4, ca. 0.015 m.
Inv. No. 1 3188.

No. 6
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Fourth Century
(D

v

B.C.

A

[a
p X o t
HEpy[ao-7OEv]
EVfOVKpaT,rJqS
--MotpayE'vq *IKa[pEV]
['A]yv68rj,os Ha [?av?EtI's]a--

-

The inscription is cut on a projecting fascia below a moulding about the top of
the base. Part of the left face of this upper fascia is preserved, making an angle of
sixty degrees with the inscribed surface. The base may, therefore, have been hexagonal on top. The inscription as preserved seems to be from the beginning of a
dedication by a board of phylarchs. The three names listed belong to the tribes
Erechtheis, Aigeis, and Pandionis; presumably the representatives of the other seven
tribes were also recorded where the stone is now broken away at the right. The
first line may have contained the date by archon, E7r'rovi 8Evog, which can be fixed

by letter forms only within the fourth century B.C. For the board of phylarchs, see
(e. g.) Busolt-Swoboda, Gr. Staatsk., p. 1128.
DEDICATION TO ATHENA ERGANE

7. Small dedicatory base of Pentelic marble, found on March 29, 1934, in
Section K. Part of the top, the face, and the right side is preserved; the face is
badly weathered, though the original finish was quite smooth. The right side is picked
with a fine-tooth chisel. In the top is a rectangular cutting presumably to receive the
dedication.
Height, 0.115 m.; width, 0.16 m.; thickness, 0.08 m.

Height of letters, 0.01 m.
Inv. No. I 1732.

Before 350
[TEW-?KX ']

B.C.

9 TeW-tKX`0os

['Akt&v]aisog -Tr 'Aq7v6at
['Epyac] v-jt ave`Y7cKE
airap

l

[xiiv]

l ll

No. 7

vacat
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Teisikles is known to have been diaitetes ca. 325 B.C. (P.A., 13484), so the
present document must be dated from the prime of his life twenty-five or more years
earlier. With the help of this inscription it is possible to restore also another dedication to Athena Ergane, now published as I.G., 112, 4329, for the symmetrical
arrangement of the text upon the stone can be preserved by reading:
[EvK
[TE

O-C ] K X E'OV

['AO]t
[ A01

5

] 'T Xq .L oiV

1 vato

S

4

r1va a l

[ 'Ep ] 7ya vlt

[ a']

V1E6)KEV

Euktemon (P.4., 5788) was a brother of the Teisikles named in the new text, and
at some time near the middle of the century both of them had made dedications to
the same goddess. It is perhaps legitimate to assume that both sons of the elder
Teisikles were business men (possibly manufacturers of bronze) who had been successful in their calling. The great festival in honor of Athena Ergane -was the
Chalkeia, celebrated each year on the last day of Pyanopsion. See Deubner, Attische
Feste, pp. 35-36.
EPHEBIC

INSCRIPTION

8. This inscription is made up of many pieces of Hymettian marble, all discovered in Section E in 1935 and 1936, and all but two of which unite to form a
composite group here called fragment a. The monument was a dedicatory base, the
upper surface of which still retains the cutting made to receive the dedication.
Fragments b and c are from the upper right half of the base, but have no point of
contact either with fragment a or with each other.
a: Total height, 0.63 m.; width, 0.57 m.; thickness, 0.345 m.

Inv. No. I 3068.
b: Height, 0.13 m.; width, 0.18 m.; thickness, 0.082 m.

Inv. No. I 3068c.
c: Height, 0.25 m.; width, 0.13 m.; thickness, 0.11 m.

Inv. No. I 3068 b.
Fragment a preserves much of the left side of the monument as well as the top
4

Part of the nu is on the stone in line 3.
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and bottom, but is broken at the right. The rectangular cutting in the top measures
ca. 0.20 m. wide and 0.10 m. deep. Fragment b is broken on all sides except the top.
In its top surface appears part of the same cutting that is preserved on fragment a.
Fragment c is from the upper right corner.
The height of letters in the
first two lines and in line 39 is
0.01 m. In the other lines the
height of letters is 0.006 m.
The text is inscribed stoichedon.
Line 1 has 73 letter spaces, of
which the last two presumably
were left blank. Beneath the
heading of lines 1-2 the main
body of the inscription was disposedin three columns. Columns
I and II each contained 26 letters-on a line; Column III began
with a stoichedon line of 34
letters, which was changed in
line 10 to a stoichedon line of
No. 8. Fragments b and c
42 letters.
The marks of the drove chisel are particularly noticeable in the surface treatment
of the lower part of the inscribed face.
The placing of fragment b in its relation to the group which makes up fragment a depends primarily on the necessity of restoring the phrase apeTr7 EVE[KaKai
ocrcwpo]0o-ivvjs
in line 2. In the tribal decree the sophronistes was praised apErqp EVEKa
(I, 18-19) while the taxiarch and his lochagoi were praised

apEr'q9

Ka'

-CO[fpoo-ivr?s

(I, 30-31). It will be observed that lines 1 and 2 are stoichedon with respect
to each other, and that this arrangement is maintained in the lacuna between fragMention
ments a and b by restoring in line 1 [&AT
] N[&]K[
KPa[pro9 Kai o ra4iapXo]q.5
of the taxiarch is also desirable in order to allow the plural form 0-[TE4avWEOvr] j[f]
at the end of the line. The necessity for supplying the plural form is indicated below.
On fragment b the final sigma of [o-w4po]o-tvrvs falls over the theta of
falls
[--]poOEo[---]
in III, 3. On fragment a the central epsilon of. EvE[Ka]
approximately over the mu of !4bw-ju[a]. Although the letters of lines 1 and 2
are not spaced with perfect regularity, it is nevertheless possible to estimate the
approximate span along line 2 from the central epsilon of EVE [Ka] to the final sigma of

eve]lKa

[-cro0po] 1o-ivrj (15
5A

letters) as 0.193 m. This same distance represents, therefore, the

possiblerestorationis [Er]

N[t]K[OKpa'TOV--].

Cf I.G., II2, 4594a.
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(Col. I, continued)
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span along line 3 between the mu of +'OtaIto[a] and the theta of [---]poEo[---Ej.

Six letters in line 3 require about 0.067 m., and the number of letters to cover the
span thus amounts to eighteen. We allow the necessary three letters at the end of
column II, one letter space for the interval between columns II and III, and so place
the rho of [--- ]poOEo [-- -] in the twelfth letter space of the stoichedon text in
the upper part of column III. This position for fragment b may be considered
approximately correct.
In the tenth line of column III the stoichedon order changes, but the length of
line may be determined as 42 letters by the restorations of lines 11, 12, 15, and 16.
So far as this spacing can be compared with the more open spacing above, the
measurements indicate an upper stoichedon length of line of 34 letters. This determines the lacuna between fragment b and fragment c, for there was room for
approximately nine letters between the final omicron of [---jposoE[---1
and the
--initial alpha of 'AOAYvo
in line 3.G
If the above determinations are true, the measurement from the final sigma
preserved on the stone in line 1 of fragment b to the stroke which looks like the lower
part of epsilon or sigma on fragment c should in turn be estimated as the equivalent
of 12 letters. So much space makes the restoration o-[rEIavXWOEtL'highly improbable.
Furthermore, if the form o-[rfEcaviwOEt']sis to be restored, one finds it difficult to
explain wlly the word v'iwo',which now begins line 2, was not inscribed after it in

the available space at the end of line 1. The more satisfactory restoration epigraphically is or[rEwavcwOEvr][gsV], a word which better suits the lacuna and which

comes near enough to the edge of the stone to force v'ioi over into the beginning of
line 2. This pltiral form here, as well as the formula apEri,s EV)E[Kc Katpo]Lr19
crwt
in line 2 (see above), implies mention of the taxiarch together with the sophronistes
in line 1 and confirms the stoichedon restoration [E7T] N[t] K [OKpaio9 KaLtO6
ra$tapXo s.
The propriety of the joint dedication by the sophronistes and the taxiarch is
enhanced by the fact that they were father and son. The sophronistes Philotheos,
son of Philokles, of Sounion (I, 4, 15-16; II, 14-15; TII, 11, 14-15) must have been
more than forty years of age (Aristotle, 'AO. HAoX.,42, 2) in the archonship of
Nikokrates (33312 B.C.), enough older, in fact, so that his son Philokles, son of
Philotheos, of Sounion (I, 21-22; II, 15-16) could be of age to serve as taxiarch in
the same year. This younger Philokles (P.A., 14559) was the husband of Philia
(P.A., 14296), who is known from a dedication to Demeter and Kore (I. G., II2,
4025) and father of Philylla (P. A., 14795), known from the same dedication. The
present inscription is evidence that the father of the sophronistes was also named
Philokles. His florlit should be dated at the end of the fifth or beginning of the
fourth century.
6

The physical requirements of the stone necessitate here a space of at least eight letters.
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The lochagoi were appointed by the taxiarch (Aristotle, 'AO. l1oX., 61, 3: ovros
'qyE'raTtraLrV ?/XETCVKat XoXayov Kaicdr7)ro-tv), and in the present instance numbered
five. Some of them are otherwise known.
Pandaites, son of Pasikles, of Potamos (I, 23; II, 16-17; III, 10-11; cf. P.A.,
11572) is named on a dedication found on the Acropolis (I.G., 12, 3829); Nikoxenos,
son of Nikokles, of Cholleidai (I, 26-27; II, 20-21; cf. P.A., 10987) appears as
secretary in the heading of a decree published as I. G., T12, 159; and Timokrates,
son of Timokles, of Potamos (I, 27-28; II, 21-22; cf. P.A., 13756a) is named on a
columnar grave monument (I.G., II, 4188).
The text of I.G., II2, 159 should be read as follows:
E
0
0
?
[N ] WKO'Eevo
NLKOKXE'O
[ S]

XOXXqt87

EypEypa/ja-rEvE

Only scattered letters of this decree can be read on the badly worn surface of the
stone below line 3, though in line 4 enough can be made out to show that the text

? ], perhaps [E'8]o[(ev] r[jqt
proper began with the formula [E'8]o[e%v] 4
Kaut
,wt
The
name
8rucot].
of the archon is lost, but the date cannot have been
,3oA0X&
349/8 or 339/8, where the secretaries are already known,7and so must fall definitely
in the first part of the century before the secretaries were chosen for a full year in
cyclical rotation by tribes. In spite of the difference in date between I.G., I12, 159 and
the present text, it is nevertheless probable that the Nikoxenos mentioned in the
earlier inscription is to be identified with the Nikoxenos of the later document.
The two teachers of the tribe were praised in I, 33-38. One was an Athenian of
the deme Pallene, and the other was a foreigner from Methone, but their names cannot
now be recovered. At the top of column II appear the authorizations for inscribing
the decree on the dedication. Comparison may be made with I.G., II2, 1156, lines 43,
49, and 62, for the phrase Etytypa6at (or avaypa'qjat) To'E 7o )?o-turL
) ro
,4a (i
ava'3rq/1a.

Beginning in II, 9, is a list of officers, followed by a list of the ephebes of
33312 B.C. The list continues as far as line 10 of column III. At the head of the list
is the general appointed for the Peiraeus, Konon, son of Timotheos, of Anaphlystos
(P. A., 8708).8 His name was followed by that of the general in charge of the
countryside, Sophilos, son of Aristoteles, of Phyle (P. 4., 13422), and that of the
kosmetes, whose own name has been lost, but whose father was Ainesistratos of
Acharnai. Next came the officers of the tribe, the sophronistes, the taxiarch, and the
five lochagoi. In II, 22, began the list of ephebes, arranged by demes, and probably
precededby the heading E'd,xq/ot.

Tov

7I.G., JJ2, 206, 208; Hesperia, VTI, 1938, p. 291.
8 In the 'AOvjvatav HoAXTEt'a(61, 1) Aristotle states that
there were two generals elected
HlcpaEa,
one for Mounichia and one for Akte.
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In II, 29 Presbychares is probably a relative of P.A., 12186, for the name is
unusual and is attested for Halimous, one of the demes of Leontis. If this is true,
then Sanneides (II, 30) was also a Halimousian.
The spacing shows that there was one ephebe each from Upper and Lower
Potamos (II, 30-33) and that there were three ephebes of Leukonoe (II, 33-35).
The first of these was [K98EL81j1Opao-mm'8og,son of P.A., 7366. There must have
been other deme names in II, 35, 36, and 37, but the next demotic that can be
identified is [Hatlovi&at, in III, 5.
I have interpreted III, 10-19, as part of a decree of the lochagoi honoring the
sophronistes. In the last line the spacing shows that there were originally five citations in all, and I have restored [ol E'O-b,ot]and [o? XoXayoi]. These restorations may
be compared also with the text as restored in III, 18.
At the end of I, 31 the final iota of [Ka] Lis not a vertical stroke. One must
assume that the chisel which cut this letter lost its position when the stroke was made
and that in consequence the iota was cut awry. In I, 36 the final letter in the
patronymic 'Ap [. . I ate' [ol may have been, epigraphically, omega as well as omicron,
indicating a name in --atavE(Os. At the top of column II better restorations will
perhaps yet be found, but I believe it certain that the secretary of the phyle was to
inscribe the decree, that the epimeletai of the phyle were to pay the expense, and that
the inscription was authorized on the dedicatory base, where in fact we now have it
preserved.
This is one of the earliest of the documents bearing upon the organization of
the ephebiccorps-,being dated only a year later than J.G., 112, 1156, the oldest Athenian
inscription of this character so far preserved. The ephebes of the year of Nikokrates
are known also to have awarded a crown to one Theophanes, son of Hierophon, of
Rhamnous (I.G.,

IIJ2,

4594 a).
THE WALLS OF ATHENS

9. Part of a stele of Pentelic marble, with the right lateral surface and the
original back preserved?found on March 23, 1936, below the floor of the Church of
Christ in Section RH.
Height, 0.49 m.; width, 0.48 m.; thickness, 0.17 m.
Height of letters: in lines 100-118, 0.006 m., in line 119, 0.009 m., in lines 120130, 0.005 mn.

Inv. No. I 3843.
This inscription forms part of the stele already published as I.G., I12, 463, and
makes a direct join with the known portion at the lower right-hand corner. The
lines are numbered in the present transcript as in I.G., 112, 463. Lines 100-118 are
written stoichedon. Ten lines occupy a vertical space of 0.135 m., and ten columns
(measured on centres) occupy a horizontal space of 0.135 m.
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The determination of the text of this important document presents many difficulties, and frequently the surface of the stone is so badly preserved that no reading
can be made with assurance. As soon as the connection between the new fragment and
I.G., 112, 463 was discovered, it became apparent that many changes in accepted
restorations would have to be made. This circumstance rendered necessary a reexamination of the lower lines of I.G., 112, 463, so that doubtful readings there might
be verified. In many cases this new study has been of no help, for the progressive
weathering of the stone has obliterated traces of letters once seen by earlier editors,
and in general much less can be made out now than formerly; but in some cases enough
is preserved to give confirmation to one or another variant reading, and several new
letters can be read for the first time. The following paragraphs will serve to give
some commentaryon changes proposed from the text as it now appears in the Corpus.
Line 102: After [a'] E'pyathe doubtful letter is possibly P, and may be restored
as iyjavTa]. At the end of the line EV-EXAqK[aTa Ta4 crvyypa0ab]
is suggested by the
similar phrase in lines 107-108.
Line 103: The initial letters of the line can be distinguished as IEA; hence the
reading should be I:APX, as in Rangabe, Antiquites Helle'niques, II, no. 771, and
not I1TE APX, as in I.G., I12, 463. The intrusive letters TE have had a long though
rather tenuous claim on our attention, and the reading need be no longer perpetuated.
Line 104: For the restoration [XtOoXoy]l'o-agsee line 114.
Line 105: The word V'7roXoyac
is clear on the stone, and this reference to it may
now be added to those cited by Van Herwerden in his Lexicon Graecum suppletorium
et dialecticltm, s. V. vITroxoy7
(- - fundamentumn). The foundations were to be completed in the second year. At the end of the line there are letters which must refer to
other parts of the wall scheduled for completion at the same time. After the definite
article Ta, I read E -.EPPEl0Q[...
though I have as yet no convincing explanation for what the word or words may be.
Inasmuch as the following line begins with a complete word (Kac), the six spaces
here indicated as unrestored should be filled to form part of one phrase with the
now enigmatic letters which precede them.
Line 106: The clear text aiXt4'vconfirms the reading aAx[t]0 v in line 85. Cf.
also Augtust Frickenhaus, Athens Mauern (Diss. Bonn, 1905), p. 42; Frickenhaus
urged the spelling acX
[ ] 'v in the earlier passage on the basis of the stoichedon order
of the document, as against the incorrect restoration aXljoj] i'v of earlier editors.
Lines 108-109: In the word IrTXEioat the end of line 108 the two letters El are
cut in a slight erastureand in one letter space. The accepted restorations of these lines
have had to be changed in the light of the new evidence offered by the Agora f ragnent. The verb o- [vvrEXE'jv repeats the idea of [a-v] v [ET-] EXE
[-] Eva earlier in line
108, and its use here allows E'py[aj to be read in line 109 instead of [cr&v Epy[a]r-0v.
The words -crv a [IroTE] Ti[ayE'] v [wV Eti] trOvEvJalvTo'v continue the comparative idea
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initiated with '-XELOin line 108. This new text we believe to be a considerableimprovement over the old.
Line 110: This is one of the few lines where more can be read from the stone
today than has been won from it in the past. The initial sigma of a-[vi7r]aV is
entirely preserved and quite clear (so also in Rangabe, Antiqitites Helleniques, II,
no. 771), so the reading 0'[o-ov] a'vmay be with certainty rejected. Where the reading
0p?s ra E[pya]
has been given near the centre of the line the distinguishable letters
In restoring wpo"7a 61 [s yEVO]L,ueva, I assume that the total
are P1POETAEEH---.
payments to be disbursed by the treasurer, in case some of the contractors elected to
complete more of their work than was required in any one year, were to be paid in
proportion to and in sequence with the parts of the work as they were finished.
Lines 110-111: For the restorationT(apE`OVClV 8E aV'ro [P Eavr] Ol9, KTA., cf. J.G.,
avaypa [IbE'] ag
Kat rTOlt XLOoroToLS
IJ2 244, lines 105-111: wTapEXO,1El-EO avroTL av [ro]t
K 'LrXXa
wcav 8' Escov
V"
irTr
Kat
Tatt
Tavra cov
e l0 To-yvTv
v'wr[t l E]L39'"
E'pyOl-

--'Tv

ir 'X~noa
l70ST ro-"
XtOv
'P9 ElsTOqTpco/pa
3I 9

vCot

av'Tc^ a&1TavTag oc'o-v av [8&'rp] at. Such clauses relating to
7TVpy&)l 7TpoCTEr [aI at a3'rg
the furnishing of materials were common in contracts and specifications; cf. also,

e. g., I.G., VII, 4255, lines 28-33: AiK<O>olt3E' Xp2WCETaL
s

0
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e
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av ITTpOCo8El Ot E37T/1EXV-TaclL TpO` TlOL E3pPYL.
Lines 111-112: I have restored the phrase Ar [v &6]yvrt /LEXPLrovi XtOoXoyv)1LLaros
IrE(rTl[t
Kama] IoA0XE
[1]OV KlV7 q[ ]fl. The initial letters have been variously recorded:
as PAPE in I.G., II2 463, as PA[P] in I.G., II, 167, as PAP in Rangabe, Antiquites
Helle'niques, II, no. 771, and as PAN by Pittakys.9 Koehler's text in I.G., II indicates that he did not see the rho given by Rangabe, and that the letter read as alpha
might equally well have been lambda. My examination of the squeeze today substantially confirms Koehler's reading, though I believe that part of the third letter is
still visible. The initial pi is quite clear; the second letter preserves only two sloping
strokes coming to an apex at the top, and so far as present indications are concerned
it may equally well have been alpha or lambda; of the third letter a vertical stroke
may be seen. This stroke, which Rangabe took for rho and which Pittakys took for
nu, may also be restored as part of a broken eta.
At the left edge of the new fragment, the initial nu is doubtful, but the letters
TI are certain. In view of the subjunctive verbs which follow, the restoration wXA)
[v
Ea] v, rt is here suggested in spite of the divergence of the readings from those of
Rangabe and Pittakys. I suspect that the reading PAPE in I.G., 112, 463 does not
represent a new determinationfrom the stone, and that the final epsilon there given is
the result of a typographical error in the Corpus, where rap[E'eol'ra should be read
in place of aTapE' [ovTaL.
OOcWV

9 Cf. August Frickenhaus, Athens Mauern (Diss. Bonn, 1905), p. 53.
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The whole phrase lists exceptions to the clause in the specificationswhich requires
that the contractors must furnish for themselves whatever they need for their work.
An exception in the case of damage during war-time is readily intelligible, but the
exception in the eventuality that some portion should suffer complete collapse seems
to contradict the earlier provision of lines 47-48: E[a] v 8ET ITroyLaTio-El tp 'kEpt roTV
] v7TapE4ELKaLE(OlKOOXY)CrEl.
Either the
..........[.....
19?
XtOoXoyIotyarI0s
contradictionmust be allowed to stand, with the assumption that the later provision of
line 111 had validity, or a different interpretationfrom that usually given must be read
into lines 47-48.
Line 115: At the end of the line the letters are again very difficult to read, and
I suggest no restoration.
Line 116: Further study has made possible an interpretation of the letters in
this line which have so far defied attempts at restoration. They record a guarantee
of exemption from military service which was given to the contractors for the period
of four years covered by their contract. The significant words are [ITap]Erat 8E Kat
*

[al]T[E]XELta
Lor[pa]TEtEag---.

The text does not depend on new determinations for

every letter has been recorded, in whole or in part, for many years. I note merely that
Koehler's reading 1EIAX(taken into I.G., 112, 463, as PEIA$) was less satisfactory
than the reading -E IAX(= TE IAX) of Ross and Rangabe (cf . August Frickenhaus,
Athens Mltaern [Diss. Bonn, 1905], p. 53).
Lines 117-118: It appears that here the record of the contracts was to be set
forth. The scribe evidently followed his copy, which was left incomplete after the
citation of the first section of the south wall. The record, therefore, was not inscribed
in the main body of the text proper, but was added as an appendix under the heading
of line 119.
Lines 120-130: The lower part of the large stele now in the Epigraphical
Museum is so badly worn that an effective control over the readings of I.G., 112, 463,
is no longer practicable. The text here printed in cols. I and II is taken from that
of the Corpus without change. Parts of cols. III and IV are provided by the new
fragment. Frickenhaus (Athens Mauern [Diss. Bonn, 1905], p. 31) has shown that
the sections of wall for Athens and the Peiraeus were probably recorded in cols. III
and IV. If this is true, then the record for the Peiraeus must now be sought in the
lower part of col. IV, for the third column was devoted to the first four sections of
the city wall, and the upper part of col. IV contains mention of sections five and six,
apparently also from the wall of the city. Inasmuch as in lines 117-118 there seems
to be mention of the first section of the south wall, it is evident that when the
tabular record of lines 120 ff. was cut the subdivisions were differently made. The
first section of the long walls was assigned to the north instead of to the south wall.
The first section of the wall of the city, which is listed at the beginning of col.
III, comprised the span which began at the point where the inner crosswall (8tarEi-
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TECXos)and continued as far as the Itonian Gate.
xto,ula)joined the south wall (vo'rLov
Evidently the wall of the city was marked off in counter clockwise fashion. The
terminal point of the first section depends somewhat on restoration, but the phrase
-tEXPC
' tx V -[.... tc&vwirvXc2v may be restored with some assurance as EXP TOV
w
i
Gate
in
to
the
Itonian
applied
The
adjective
rvX&Ov.
Axiochus
['Jrcov]w8&v
[Plato's]
, but the possibility of the alternative form 'IJLVL'8E9 is amply
(364 D) is '1,Tomatw
attested by Apollonios Rhodios, I, 551 ('AO%vasCdvq
'Jrcovto9).
The name Philistides, son of Aischylos, of Perithoidai (cf. P.A., 14449), is
already known from a grave monument of the fourth century, but the contractor
whose name appears in col. IV, line 122 was probablythe grandson of the man named
in the funerary inscription.
The bondsman Megakles, son of Menippos, of Acharnai was probably the son of
Menippos, son of Megakles, of Acharnai (P. A., 10038), whose name appears on a
grave monument of the fourth century. The father's tombstone should be dated
instead
presumably near the middle of the century, because of the spelling MEyaKXE'09
of MEyaKXE'OV93 in the patronymic (I.G., II, 1927). This date agrees well with the
fact that the son Megakles in 307/6 B.C. must have been well advanced in-years,
hiimself old enough to have a son (bearing the grandfather's name) who also served
as bondsman along wvithhis father. Cf. col. IV, line 124.
It is possible that the Euktemon of col. IV, line 125 should be identified with
Euktemon, son of Aision, who is named in P. A., 5787.
I have followed Ferguson (A.J.P., LIX, 1938, p. 230) in retaining the date
307/6 for the inscription, as against the suggestion of Kahrstedt (Ultersuchun gem
zur Magistratuir,pp. 13-14) that it should be assigned to 304/3 B.C.
DEMTESOF DEMETRIAS

10. Seven fragments of Hymettian marble, which belong together, but which
do not have any contact surfaces in common. Fragments a and b have the top surface
preserved, and fragments f and g have the bottom surface preserved. This lower
surface is picked and has a dressing along its front edge. The upper part of a wreath
appears on fragment a, with the lower part of a wreath on fragment f. The type is
characteristic of a gold crown, but there is no certainty that these pieces were broken
from the same wreath.
All fragments were found in Section EIHbetween February 3 and June 1, 1936,
with the exception of b, which was recovered from a marble dump in Section M on
February 27, 1934.
a: Height, 0.051 m.; width, 0.087 m.; thickness, 0.09 m.

Inv. No. 4008 d.
b: Height, 0.065 m.; width, 0.065 m.; thickness, 0.09 rn.

Inv. No. 3917.
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c: Height, 0.077 m.; width, 0.14 m.; thickness, 0.067 m.
Inv. No. 4008 c.
d: Height, 0.086 m.; width, 0.094 m.; thickness, 0.056 m.
Inv. No. 1490.
e: Height, 0.06 m.; width, 0.092 m.; thickness, 0.062 m.
Inv. No. 3311.
f: Height, 0.06 m.; width, 0.05 m.; thickness, 0.057 m.

Inv. No. 4008 b.
g: Height, 0.058 m.; width, 0.043 m.; thickness, 0.052 m.
Inv. No. 4008 a.
The height of letters in the first line is ca. 0.015 m., in the last line 0.011 m., and
in the other lines ca. 0.006 m. The text is not stoichedon, but five lines require a
vertical space on the stone of 0.054 m.

No. 10. Fragment b

No. 10. Fragment a

No. 10. Fragment c
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No. 10. Fragment d

No. 10. Fragment e

No. 10. Fragment g

No. 10. Fragment f

a
?~~~~~~a[t

b

6'i]XIEKToL

[?

wreath

[ ---ME]X

$ApXE-- -Awp ----

]

lacuna
d

c
['Ap]_o-rvX[Xog- - - 5

.
---

- - - -rpa-ro-

10

[-----N

ME[X-rEt]l
____----p-oro----- [O M
iI- T]

Aat [8aXL[8 M]

[M]EXrE4,]

MEXLt

] I [--->

-

-eo]pa_Ev_

15 A
[

?

]llp&O[,3]
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e
[

20

[

-ZIV7TE

__

Nto? EE?

25
lacuma

f

g
wreath

[

]ET- [
---]Eo[

?

]

Except that fragments a and b must belong to the top of the monument and
fragments f and g to the bottom there is no certainty about the relative positions of
the preserved pieces. In line 2 the restoration [ot

EVi] XEKTOt(with

letters more widely

spaced than elsewhere) seems probable. The E1TrXEKr-Otare mentioned in J.G., 112,
680, line 12, as part of the contingent sent by the Athenians to fight at Thermopylai
against the Gauls in 279/8 B.C. They numbered there one thousand (Pausanias, X,
20, 5: TEV1TaMK6ot 8E Es TO T7ITWKOlV,
and were under
Xixt EEtaEETacroo EVTOE 1TESOi),
the command of Kallippos, son of Moirokles, of Eleusis.
The present document belongs also to the third century, and it may be assumed
that it records an honorary dedication by members of this elite corps. I believe that
it must be assumed further that all the demotics named in the text belong to the
tribe Demetrias. This attribution of Melite (line 3, 5, 6, 13), Koile (lines 14, 16),
Xypete (line 18), and Diomeia (line 20) has been long known. The assignment of
Poros (line 17) to Demetrias is now proved by the inscription from the Agora here
publishedas No. 12.- The new facts which are revealed by this text are that Daidalidai
and part, at least, of Phyle belonged in the third century to Demetrias.
Phyle was large enough so that it may have become a divided deme when the
reorganization was effected in 307/6 B.C. Daidalidai was so small that its division
between the tribe of its former allegiance (Kekropis) and the new tribe seems improbable. There were, for example, only two representatives of the deme Daidalidai
in the prytany list of ca. 128 B.C. published by Dow in Hesperia, Suppl. I, no. 89, and
only one representative in the bouleutai list of 335/4 published as I.G., 112, 1700
(lines 163-165)." There has been until now no specific evidence for the tribal affiliation of Daidalidai between 307/6 and 201/0 B.C.
10
See Threpsiades, Hesperia, VIII, 1939, p. 180.
" See Gomme, The Population of Athens, p. 62. It must be observed, however, that Atene,
Amphitrope, and Semachidai were small demes, and that the first two of these were probably
divided in 307/6 (cf. Dinsmoor, Archons of Athens, pp. 447-448), while there is evidence of a
late date for the division of Sernachidai between Ptolemais and Antiochis.
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On the other hand, it has been assumed that Phyle belonged entirely to Oineis.
as polemarch in the
This has been inferred from the mention of 1DtXora8vIDvXca
archon list I.G., 112, 1706, and this attribution, which gives the tribal distribution of
the nine archons in the year of Leochares (228/7 B.C.) as XII, V, VIII, I, IV, VII,

IX, X, XI,2 has beenused by Fergusonto establishthe end of one cycleof allotment
between 22817 and 22716. He was led to do this in part so that the tribe Oineis might
not in two consecutive years supply the polemarch.13 Now that we know part of
Phyle to have been assigned to Demetrias, the distribution of archons in 228/7 may
equally well be given as XII, V, II, I, IV, VII, IX, X, XI, and there exists in this
archon list no evidence which compels the end of one cycle and the commencementof
another at precisely this point.
The polemarch of 224/3 belonged to Antiochis (I.G., 112, 1706, line 53:
Hpw-rouEv- ELTE) as did also the polemarch of 220/19 (I.G., 112, 1706, line 73:
KXEOuE'8WV

'Ar-v).`4

From this evidence Ferguson (op. cit., p. 53) deduced that a

new cycle was begun between 22413 and 22211 (now corrected to 220/19 for the
date of the archon Menekrates). A new cycle is also indicated between 228/7 and
220/19 even in case Atene in I.G., 112, 1706, line 73, belonged to Demetrias, provided
Phyle in I.G., 112, 1706, line 13, should also be so assigned; and in any case the new
cycle must have commenced at some time between 226/5 (archon Ergochares) and
216/5 (archon Hagnias), because in both these years the polemarch was from
Leontis.15 The actual date of the new cycle probably fell in 22312 B.C., after the
creation of the tribe Ptolemais (Ferguson, op. cit., p. 53).
A conservative evaluation of the evidence suggests that I.G., 112, 1706, line 13,
does not prove whether Phyle belonged part to Demetrias and part to Oineis or
wholly to one or the other. But the present text, together with another new inscription from the Agora, decides the issue in favor of a divided deme. The demotic
(D[vXao-tos]must be restored with the name of the secretary in a text of the archonship of Mnesidemnos(298/7 B.C.; cf. Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 132; the full text is
publishedhere as No. 13), where the tribal affiliation must be with Oineis to conform
to the necessities of the tribal cycle. The present inscription shows that part of
Phyle belonged to Demetrias.
The new assignnmentof Daidalidai to Demetrias has far-reaching consequences,
II2, 1706, lines 11-20.
Ferguson, Athenian Tribal Cycles, pp. 50-52.
14
Ferguson, op. cit., p. 51, note 2, and Dinsmoor, Archons of Athens, p. 448, agree that
Atene belonged both to Demetrias and Antiochis. In this case the latter affiliation is necessary to
prevent double representation of Demnetriasin the board of archons of 220/19. For the date of
Menekrates, in whose archonship Kleomedon was polemarch, see Dow, Hesperia, II, 1933, plate
XIV, line 91.
see Dow,
1 See Ferguson, Athenian Tribal Cycles, p. 53; and for the text of I.G., 1I2, 1706,
Hesperia, II, 1933, plate XIV.

12I.G.,
13
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for the tribal cycle is no longer served by restoring the demotic in the name of the
secretary for Diomedon's year (I.G., IJ2, 791) as A [at8aXt8,q]. The disturbing
consequences of this discovery on the problem of the secretary cycle through the
archonships of Polyeuktos, Hieron, and Diomedon need not be debated here. We may
rather point out that the initial letter of the demotic, which has been variously read
as alpha, delta, and lambda,'6may once again be given the reading alpha, to which
it is best suited epigraphically, and that whatever may be the result in subsequent
studies of the archon tables, the desired demotic should be of ten letters, yielding
forthesecretaryof Diomedon's
].
yearthename(?OPVOKL8&9 'Apuy-ro vov A [ .
11. Small fragment of Hymettian marble, broken on all sides but with the
back preserved, found on May 28, 1936, in Section I.
Height, 0.186 m.; width, 0.086 m.; thickness, 0.095 m.
Height of letters, 0.005 m.
Inv. No. I 4221.
Ten lines of text occupy a vertical space of 0.105 m. The inscription is not
stoichedon.

Late 3rd century B.C.

'Ibrimr[ o,ua'8at
'AV8pOKXq

-

-

--

AtopUE
[LEs]

5

'ApuirrapXo----

46 Oto[V]
Atovvo-08wp

[os

--

'Ayv [oVi(ol]
[X] apkrpa [rog
10

-]

--

-]

['A.]purToK[---]

[K] tXX,q?- - - - - [A] wvi7Tp [&os - - -

-]

bottom of coluimni?

No. 11
18

See especially Dinsmoor, Archons of Athens, pp. 96-99; Ferguson, Athenialn Tribal Cycles,
pp. 16-19.
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The deme Oion is here found associated with Hippotomadai, Diomeia, and
Hagnous, and so it also must have belonged to the tribe Demetrias. The fragment
seems to have been broken from a decree honoring the prytaneis of this tribe, and
it must be dated before 20110 B.C. when the Macedonian tribes were abolished. The
writing, especially alpha and delta with open tops, is characteristic of the last quarter
of the third century. O'ov AEKEXELKOVis known to have belonged in this period to the
tribe Hippothontis. an attribution which has recently been demonstrated anew by
the discovery that the secretary of the archonship of Leochares was from Oion, in a
year (228/7 B.C.) when the secretary-cycle demands a secretary from tribe X.17
There is, however, no evidence that O'ov

KEpaEKo'v,

which belonged to Leontis in the

fourth century, continued in the years from 307/6 to 20110 with the same affiliation.
The present inscription now gives the proof that this Oion, which was probably too
small to be divided, was one of the demes taken over for the creation of Demetrias.
It must, therefore, be assumed that the demotic EeOL'ov
will be absent from the
lists of prytaneis of Leontis during the period of existence of the tribe Demetrias.
That it returned to Leontis in the time of the eleven tribes is shown by its listing
in I.G., I12, 2362, and that it remained in Leontis subsequently is amply attested.18
In the publication of I.G., 12, 848, which Dow has made in Hesperia, Suppl. I,
no. 36, the demotic [K4r-rtot]should be restored in line 91,19 followed by four
demesnmen.The demotic [E' OVov]is thus eliminated, and the representationof Kettos
in the Council is made the same as in Hesperia, Suppl. I, no. 16, where again four
names appear (lines 26-29). The demotic [EeOL'ov]should also be eliminated from
line 58 of this latter inscription.20
As the available evidence increases, it becomes apparent that Demetrias was not
created solely out of demes taken from the latter tribes in official order from the
original ten. The known demes of Antigonis were drawn from tribes I-V, and the
demes known so far of Demetrias were drawn from tribes V-X, with one exception
in the case of D)iomeia,which belonged originally to tribe TI.21 In addition to its proof
that Demetrias had at least one deme (Oion) from tribe IV, the present text settles
any misgiving there may still have been that Diomeia belonged to Antigonis.22 The
entry in line 4 is decisive in favor of Demetrias. It seems safe to say that the supposed
division in the original ten tribes cannot be applied strictly to the composition of either
of the Macedonian tribes. But exceptions in the case of Antigonis have yet to be
found.
17

Cf. Hesperia,VII, 1938, p. 137.

For the second century, see especially I.G., II2, 918 (- Dow, Hesperia, Suppl. I, no. 77).
19 My observation of the squeeze shows that line 93 should be restored [....7..
with the
].o0
omicron falling above the second alpha in ['A7roXX]
]oO>cvq of line 94.
20
Pritchett publishes below (No. 22) a new fragment of Hesperia, Suppl. I, no. 16, and gives
a new arrangement of the catalogue of prytaneis.
22
21
Cf. Dinsmoor, op. cit., p. 450.
See Dinsmoor, Archons of Athens, pp. 450-451.
18
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12. Fragment from a base of Hymettian marble, with part of the bottom, face,
and left side preserved, found on Nov. 4, 1936, in the wall of a modern house in
Section X. The lower part of a wreath is preserved on the left lateral face.
Height, 0.19 m.; width, 0.201 m.; thickness, 0.278 m.
Height of letters, 0.007 m.
Inv. No. I 4320.

r

!

No. 12. Lateral and Inscribed Faces

_

[An7pvpt8?]-

lacuna
5

--------EivEp'>4rjq (K Ko----p
ll9 ?KK
EVPIETcov/o
e1p'IspVjj'w,osIpt

10

5

---------

E[vipv]KXArls'Ar-

-

I

!

Hava6yrysMEXtr

Avo-to-['rparog- -]

'EpEX,E^Soq

'AvrtUaT [rq ---]
XacpET [paros - -]

'EPLKO. ]S9 'AypvX

10

This monument was quadrangular, like several bases found in the Agora which
carried dedications made by ephebes. The lettering suggests a date in the third century,
and within broad limits this date is demonstrably correct, for the ephebes named in
lines 6-9 of col. I are all from the tribe Demetrias, which existed only from 307/6
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to 201/0 B.C. A more precise date early in the century seems probable, if Euergetes
from Koile (line 7) may be identified as the son of 'ErtyE'v-qqEv1EpyEov EK KoiXvps
(P.A., 4804) who flourished late in the fourth century.
The inscription is important for the evidence it gives that Poros belonged to the
tribe Demetrias. This fact is further confirmed by the inscription here published
as No. 10, q. v.
GRANT OF CITIZENSHIP

13. Fragment of Hymettian marble, broken on all sides, found on May 6,
1937, in Section OA.
Height, 0.095 m.; width, 0.15 m.; thickness, 0.075 m.

Height of letters, 0.006 m.
Inv. No. I 4812.
The inscription is stoichedon.
Five lines occupy a vertical space on
the stone of 0.065 m. and five columns
(measured on centres) a horizontal
space of 0.065 m., though there are

some slight variations. Schweigert
has found that his fragment is part
of the decree already published as L.G.,
I2

643. The combined text is pub-

lished here.
No. 13. Fragment belongingto I.G., I12, 643
298/7

YTOIX. 29

B.C.

['Ev't Mvqo-t8,q1uovapXovroq EffL trqg.
[ . vrt8o e.v.T71,] irp [vrav Easq
. ....
.
...
.
]vovs D[vAXa6roqEypa,]
EVa[V
LETr]
[Et
EXa4q ],foXuiv[o]s
Kai
r
^Tg
EL
KOorTE
[E&6Ka8a
rpL'TEL]
[r
irp]
[vTavEmaS EKKX7-]crica Kvpta . T [ v WrpOES]
[p,arEvEv,

5

[pwV

brEt(,bEV

[....8....

Kat avp7rp]I8poIL

[CW)t87')/UX L ............

10

'A] vT4axo
]

[-----------.

lacuna

'A [......]
[eSofEv
[..........1V[

T]
]
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Aoa3vat &e
'ToaE

['7Tpv7-a'] VEL ] 7-ti .'

.7,81
.v

sep
TEP I)

s1T

I.G., 112, 643
(E.M. 7348)

&mcotw]
oXc'Eiasav [,rv r)v ri bov nrc2t
ELS [r, I v Einovovav

15

EK[ KXTpTLCav* avaypaC]

fat 8 [ e] 'oT8E'oT fh)jtoy- [a roiv ypacL'arE']
a rov [Kal'Ta 7TpvTavEcav Ev
t]VEL KRa

[l7Tp]60'T[E]pOV

20

[Ov ... ] lcVJ
[s]

[

Xd]

o7-'oTOac7TVo7l 'XT/v
[ElvaE cLKpOT]

ITapa\Nv
7-\

[6]XE []

[07- 'XEL

nv

v qt oj
ITOXlTEcaaVXa[ /3'vrE'T ]
pav

o-AXv

EL

aVayEypaCqLJEVO0 [EITLV

)]v avaypafr)v

1

[oi3vat ']

[Ev Ej E['T]ao-fv Kat Tovs\rpr |j vapXov]
[, VAA]AvpaXI6aS.

in corona
o 8[72]y0S

25

in corona
O~~
871UD

'Apw-roX [a])

The new fragment gives the name of the secretary [ ..................
vovs
0P[vXJo-tos], hitherto unknown, for the year 298/7.23 The calendar equation in lines
4-6 has been restored on the assumption that backward count was employed in the
date by month 24 and on the assumption that the year was ordinary. In any case, the
month Elaphebolion contained 30 days, for only in a full month is the count EvarEt
LErTE Ka'ag possible, whether the direction of the count be backward or forward.25
A full Elaphebolion does not agree with the ideal scheme drawn to cover this year
by Dinsmoor (Archions, p. 431) and some readjustment in the sequence of full and
hollow months must be made in his table.
With a regular alteration of months after Elaphebolion, Mounichion and Skirophorion must have been hollow, so, if the first six prytanies of the year had 30 days
1ET'E3KcaSa) may be equated
each and the last six 29 days each, Elaphebolion 22 (EJvaJmn
with Pryt. TX, 23.

Requirements of space limit the choice of name for the prytany in lines 1-2 and
12 to AE&wvrISosor Acavricosg (see note on I.G., II2, 643), and the same name must be
restored in both lacunae. In line 21, I note that the letters A<>of acvaypafn5v were

crowded so that they occupy the space of one letter in the stoichedon count. The
uprights of the H following were then cut correctly in their stoichos, but the letter
Cf. Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 132.
The tabulation of dates in Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 561, shows that backward count was
more probable in the early third century.
25
See the table in Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 535.
23

24

No. 13. I.G.,

II2,

643
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was subsequently recut slightly to the right so that it now falls about midway
between 40 and final N.
The inscription falls within the period of military oligarchy when the expense
of stelai was borne by the exetastes and the trittyarchoi.
PRESCRIPT OF A DECREE

14. Upper left corner of a stele of Hymettian marble, which has been lying
for some years in the stoa of Attalos, brought into the Agora museum in February
of 1936.
Height, 0.230 m.; width, 0.146 m.; thickness, 0.095 m.
Height of letters, 0.006 m.
Inv. No. I 3460.
The writing is stoichedon. Five lines occupy a vertical space of 0.065 m., and
five letters (measured on centres) occupy a horizontal space of 0.068 m.

287/6 B.C.

VTOIX.

23

[ov dpX0omro ert r]
',jg KeKpoir&'[8o'g 'rptj
.7rpv'ra]
vELag rt Avo-.f[-rparoa 'ApWTO-ropU]
fZ

Ator4

eVeOg
ypa/4a'rEv]
aXov llatav[&r
5 f[v B]oq8pop [uWvog Mvta& lo-r]
.

[acqivo]

[as

IE'v
a[6rn T77 7rpV
pravaE]
EKK] X'q[tLa cvpta rw' 7rpoE8]

No. 14

In line 3 the name of the secretary was first cut, apparently, as Avio-rparo. The
correction was made by crowding back the beginning of the word and inserting the
necessary letters, without erasure, for the original true stoichedon (but incorrect)
spelling is still perfectly legible.
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DECREE

Stele of Hymettian marble, with the top, left side, and original thickness
preserved, found on January 25,
1937, in the wall of a modern house
in Section OH.
Height, 0.46 m.; width, 0.32 m.;
thickness, 0.157 m.
Height of letters, 0.0065 m.
Inv. No. I 4424.
The inscription is stoichedon.
Ten lines occupy a vertical space of
0.14 m.; and ten rows (measured on
centres) occupy a horizontal space of
0.14 m. The surface of the marble is
not entirely smooth, but still shows
the marks of the tooth-chisel. In
line 5 the stone-cutter inscribed first
evartr
Kat EWKOTV)&as the date by
prytany. To make the correction
four letters, beginning with iota of
KaL,

No. 15

No. 15
285/4

were erased (not very success-

fully) and the letters IEI were inserted where IE had formerly stood,
a kappa was cut over the old iota, and
the once omitted omicron was cut
over the old kappa. Line 5 now contains, therefore, forty letters.
ETOIX. 39

B.C.

0

e

[o

t

'EiTt Evi"0ov a-vpxov{xol}rog [E'rT r7
Ka6Tr?lirpvravELaS 7'j

Alavri8og 8&o8]
Nav[y,r-Lvqg NavoLKV8ov Xo]

XapyEVNEypca/.la,rEVEV [IKLPooPLW'Vo9 EVEl Kai]
EKKX7c]
5 veal av67rl KaL L3Kocr q[&7
n-pvTavElag
@ 'E"dW[oev.
IX
[LEV
la* TCov
............................ 1
rcvwpof
po8pwv
(ixvos 'A0,uovEOs
KaiO
cTv/.Luo[pOESpoI
.uwL-

10

KaXX'agAvo-Lp,aXoIv 'Eppao

v EoeEv

i-ch &q]

E14TEV -TEpl

c'v XE']

VlnTEp riv
LEp]
yOVoLV OL 1TpVTraVELS
TI[7)S Alavtl8og
']
EV Tr&LiTpvTavELaL
coV xbv EOVOV Taa irpo EKKX[7)(rUtV

r &^/.lpmOTa 1.Ev ayaoa 8E]
8oEoX0a[&T
ayaoELTrvXEL
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Xea-at TrOv&Uov a acbw[ayyeXXovo-tvyeyov'vat e+']
Kat uorT)pta
t T71 /3OvX7) Ka&rovVr.tov
r]
[o]iv 'AOtvasov, ETEL I[n) 8E ot 7pvrcavetg
rTR Aiavri8]
[os 0] vO-t'al TE0VKaca[&
KacXWiJ Kai 4&Xorts/.LcoKa& rT5v]
[a6XXWv]EqL,uE/LEXIV[rat a-7TavT&vcbv avTroZsKaO1jKo]
[V
jv&r ] acvE'oaa TroVt
| sTpvTavEtg
^rs AlavTt08o&]
EVEKa
[Ka&
4AXorT4U'as
T7)s Ets TOV
8TV I]
[KatooT]vv7)s

vytetat

15

Kaa a-r]TEavCio-at [avirovs xpvo'o
(o-rE(fxLOt KaTa]
[TOv v4]lov* divayp6f[at 8E TOE TNO *n+bto,La rov ypa/t]
XtOv7JtKa]
[,uarEa ro] V KaTa 'pIT[ravETiavEv rrT7)X7lt
[( rrat]
IrpO TWt / [ovXEvTr)pot
-E
8E Tr7v avayp]
[afnv rs O-]T')X7R /t [Epkrat Trovs E`rT Trnt 8tOtK7'JOEt]
[ov

20

[A 8paX/actg] vacat
The decree was passed on the same day with I.G.,

IJ2,

659, and the same Kallias

(P.A., 7861) appears in both inscriptions as the orator.
It should be noted that the letters of the invocation OE[os] were spaced with
perfect symmetry over the body of the text below.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

16. Small fragment of Pentelic marble with the smooth top preserved, but
otherwise broken, found on April 28, 1934, in
Section B.

Height, 0.10 im.; width, 0.048 m.; thickness,

0.025 m.
Height of letters, 0.008 m.
Inv. No. I 1886.

The date is approximately determinable by
the character of the writing, and by the fact that
the place of meeting of the /8ovX) is specified. In
line 3 part of the name of a secretary hitherto
unknown is preserved; the spacing of the lines on
the stone shows that [A]7tUOKX[6--]

was the

patronymic.
No. 16
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[8

E

a

c'E

.C

[Vt- 8EKa,
[Et

9 or 11

o]

ca

,

E'KTEL Kat

EovXEv1-PpXwu
ca. 26

3[ovXN]

8EKa'TEL T7^ ITpVTcLav] Etiag

...

T&W'7TPOE`8PWV
E'ITEqrI
7] (/dEV[

..]

0-VvFp6[E8pot]

vacat

[E'8oeEV 7r`4 /30VAr']

[?LTE'--------e

e

THE

E]

8or6 6&@PO;K

?~~~~~~Kat

[vacat]

t

ca. 5 or]

_ a

9or Ii

[ca.
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GENOS OF THE GEPHYRAIOI

17. Three fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble. The upper piece (a) and
the lower piece (c) both join fragment b to make a composite group.
a: Published in Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 80-81.
b and c: Published as S.E.G., III, no. 108 from Wilhelm's study in Ang. Ak.
Wien, 1924, pp. 119-126. This publication supersedes that in I.G., II2, 1096. Fragment b was copied by Pittakys and published by him in L'ancienne Athenes, p. 129,
with the omission of what is now line 9. The publications of Rangabe (Antiquites
Helleniques, II, no. 819) and Le Bas (Voyage Arche'ologique:Inscriptions Grecques
et Latines, I, Attique, no. 373) are but copies of Pittakys' text. Le Bas omits the
final lambda in the next to the last line. This stone was rediscovered in the Agora in
1936. The left margin is preserved.
Height, 0.45 m.; width, 0.229 m.; thickness, 0.127 m.

Height of letters, 0.007 m.
Inv. No. I 2044.
Fragment c bears the Epigraphical Museum inventory number 2652.
ca. 37/6

B.C.
*

'A.yaiJt
L'VOVS-o

-v1Xru

5

[ ]

0

E

EITt (9EO07TEt0V

JKtpO4Optwlo)0

[E7Tto-roX 7Tapa

V

Hat]

[?1

roTV yEVov9

TO YEVJ09 AEX(cfov
o)to

[rEvpatow

ToV 8E yE]

a'[pXovros,

FtXcovw[8ov apXov.os

VEfvpatWv

[a]( vtE`V

e

'TpO9

AEXIJOV9l

aLpXOVoLKat 1ToXELxai]

[pEtV * a7TE] o-ra [ X,LEOaEL9 E'1TEpcoTT10t1) TV

I\ to&pov

'AXatE'a [lHa1i1iE`rvv Z'1vwvos MapaOcoJvtov]

KaXXLEpT)o-ovTa9
10

OEOV esE6tXo)v

KacOW9 EO-TtV

[Kat

7COt [YVEt
yE

E7TEpcWT77oJovTa6 ro
6IMptoV

FLavTEtOv]

ITJEp 7-oV' BovWv'yov]
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Kat LEpEW)9 AL\Ol E4u Ha[XXa8tcot
v

AXatE/
Kat

TOVS'

VuESd OWv

EtLrayayoVrES

OEVTOS XpTqo)kLvO

15

KaXaS

W OV Ato8pOV]
AtoTt',lov

[7TOL '0)ETE

EtL T [o

ata7TE4

XatpEtV

V

7YtV(O)(KETE

TOJ

[c4a/LE]VOL

7 o] Xg

TOVSg [aT]

\

av

d71o8E4dX,JEVOt

-ye'[VEt

r\

Tov

Kat

XPr(TOTTPtOv

Erot-7ToX'?) 7Tapa AEXbC^O
[V Irp]
AEX4cOV OLt
a'pXOVTE' Kat
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a7To8o]

To amttVypawov]

YEvoV

TCL YE'VEL

rth)

r

[Ebvpaitjvj

ETaX<j>EVvovS v+'v

V

EMT]

K[a]t
rayp ,1.aVTEtaV Kat KE>TEpcoraoa[tv V] 7TEp roi Bovivyov
tl HaAa&otot AtoT [4twov] Tov^
[A] tE
7
AXatEQ)o [OE]
to8&pov

20

]

a

[yp

ara

[8COKO'TaS
7'TEpt

llappEvdv

ac/] qtvara

ra^SgpaVrEtl as Kat

aV
l7TOt T Ta V] '7TOXV

[JapXovorav
[KEt6rara

25

'AX[aEa]

[o&btX]ov AtoUipov
[OoVOV

TcoV rEobvpat'cov]

Kat

To

(E) ZOV

[E7rEpcaTasK6a

iavr]

1[Ep&os]

Ma[pa]
Zq'YvVOWO

ap' v1V

'7ITEJOEVT[a]

avaVEVEc&ZEVOVs9

V KaL WV 6ov

KEKaXXtEprqKO6Tacs

Tav
ot

Kat

raiav OVV E7TEpa)raortv

[Kat WoV XPTP1,OV TOV 6EOv arITE]orraAXjEaVr[o ]

6' ve

[ocbpayta-a4i.EVotrat 8aOoc-tat o-0pa] yEL8t.

The text of fragment b as copied by Pittakys exhibits several marginal letters
that are no longer on the stone. This does not necessarily mean that Pittakys himself
saw these letters, for it is well known that he sometimes made a restoration which
seemed to him certain without indicating it as such, so that the student who uses his
copies now frequently has to decide whether to accept or reject a marginal reading
on the basis of evidence that may seem entirely subjective. In line 7 Pittakys reads
TAI, but the letters seem to be part of E followed by TA. In line 10 Pittakys reads
TQIFENEl; the stone preserves today only the letters TQIFE. In this instance I
assume that the additional reading should have been noted as a supplement, for in
lines 8 and 11 Pittakys read no more and no less than is now visible. We have no
way of knowing what he saw in line 9, for this is omitted in his copy entirely.
Similarly, in line 13 the text given by Pittakys as E1: T HN should be interpreted
as an expanded form of the letters El1 T which he saw upon the stone. Pittakys gives
no more in line 12 than can be seen now, and in line 14 he did not record part of the
marginal letter psi which is still preserved. To assume that he read E1ET HN in its
entirety would imply an awkward salient of marble jutting to the right in line 13
only; this is extremely improbable. One may note that in line 13 Pittakys read
ElEAFAFONTAX incorrectly instead of ElEAFAFONTTEE.26
At the beginning of lines 16-18, on the other hand, Pittakys read letters which I
believe to have been on the stone in his day and which have now disappeared. In line 16
his letters E XPPN must be interpreted as AEA PQN. The letters QN are still
26

His reading is incorrectly reported as

Eo-ayovrEs

in I.G.,

II2,

1096, note.
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clear (see the photograph on p. 87), and there is room before them for three additional full-spaced letters. Pittakys' rendering shows that he did not see these initial
letters clearly, but for the very reason that it is so corrupt I believe his text indicates
that he was attempting to put down on paper, and perhaps interpret, strokes that he
actually did see. One might be in doubt as to whether Pittakys' reading in l'ine 17 of
the entire word XAIPEIN involved restoration, since only the letters ElN are now
visible, except for the fact that he gives the unintelligible initial letters TAY in line 18.
Here he was clearly not attempting restoration. These letters TAY have now disappeared, but it seems clear that Pittakys saw TA and the upper part of N, which
he mistook for Y. I conclude that the first letters in all three lines 16-18 have been
lost from the stone since the date of Pittakys' publication. The final letter on f ragmrentb in line 16 is TT;Pittakys read 01. At the end of the same line on fragment c
the initial letter of the name of the genos is partially preserved. Roussel (B.C.H.,
LIII, 1929, p. 181, note 1) reports a lower angle that can be interpretedequally well as
E or B. It may also be interpreted as the lower tip of the vertical stroke in gamma,
with the usual short finial cross-stroke at the bottom. Wilhelm (Anz. Ak. Wien,
1924, p. 122) describes the cutting as " das untere Ende eines senkrechten mit dem
Ansatze eines wagrechten Striches."
In line 18 Wilhelm reads KabTEpuaGr [ tvIn lines 19-21 there is not very definite evidence for what Pittakys did or did
not see. It is possible that he read the letters 10i of A10i at the beginning of
line 19. He reports the letters TOYn, which Kirchner (I.G., JJ2, 1096, line 11)
has interpreted as part of the phrase [AQoo]roViEu HlaXXa&&t.
Wilhelm (Anz. Ak.
Wient, 1924, p. 121) suggests [Atos] rov'f{}(,u HaAa&wt. The stone now shows the
reading [ At'o]E'i

ITlalAatwt, just as the words Atag Eu HTa[XXa8LWt]
appear in line

11 above. It is my belief that Pittakys may have seen the upper parts of the letters
10 of [A] ou where the left edge of the stone was once preserved down through
lines 16-19, and this interpretation is given in the present transcript. The beginning
of line 20 is now preserved approximately as Pittakys saw it. I have accepted the
final letter A on fragment b in line 20 as reported by Pittakys, for the stone may
have suffered damage since his reading was made and the extent of his restoration
is indicated.
In line 21 Pittakys read QAE. My conviction is that in all three letters Pittakys
saw only the tops, and that they belonged to the letters OAE of [bT ]o [8&Koraj].
The number of letters varies somewhat 'in different lines of the inscription, but
it may be observed that syllabic division is invariably employed at the ends of the
lines. Furthermore, it is possible, now that both sides of the stone are preserved, to
plot with some degree of accuracy the amount of space available for restoration.
Even without fragment b at his disposal Wilhelm has made many improvements over
the version printed in I.G., 112, 1096, and the essential correctness of his general
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disposition is now proved by the rediscovery of the lost piece. I note only a minor
change in the division of lines 19 and 20, the necessity of reducing slightly the
length of one or two lines (8, 10, 20), and the necessity of somewhat longer restorations at the beginning of line 24. Wilhelm's restorations have been made, as always,
with care and skill.
In line 25 Kirchner read the first preserved letter as epsilon (I.G., JJ2, 1096,
line 17), restoring [pavr]ELov; Wilhelm gives no reading of the letter in question
(Ang. Ak. Wien, 1924, pp. 121-123), but restores [pavrE]$ov. The entire top stroke
is preserved, joined by the upper part of a vertical stroke at the very edge of the stone.
There is no trace of a central stroke, and the letter can be interpreted as epsilon only
on the assumption that it was imperfectly cut, with the central bar omitted, as in
in line 18. Part of the lower stroke seems to be visible on a squeeze,
<E>7TEp(ctrao-[tv]
and I should have no hesitation in reading an imperfect epsilon except that Schweigert
felt confident when he examined the stone that the letter was gamma.27 The evidence
at present is conflicting. I restore [ciavr](E)Zov, but remind the reader that possibilities of restoration with [-- --]ytov must not be left out of account. If the lower
stroke was cut, the letter must have been epsilon; if there was no lower stroke the
letter was of course gamma. Unfortunately the photograph does not offer a sufficient
control over the divergent records of those who have seen the stone.
Fragments a and b join in such a way as to show that only two lines of text
(5-6) have been lost between the preserved upper and lower surfaces. In the first of
these two lines one must supply the heading for the letter sent by the genos of the
Gephyraioi to the Delphians. This heading balances that inscribed above the reply
sent by the Delphians to the genos (line 15). In lines 6-7 was the greeting of the
Gephyraioi to the archons and citizens of Delphi. The phraseology of the restoration
is based upon the form of greeting used in the Delphic response (lines 16-17):
ot
AE6XkWGtV

apXoVLTEs

Kat

X

[o] A.

The reading

[acrE0-T6aXKa,/EV

E&t]

ra&v [av-retav]

suggested in S.E.G., III, 108, must be rejected.
The letter of the Gephyraioi gives the necessary credentials for their two envoys,
states that they are being sent to renew an old custom of consultation, and asks that
the Delphians receive them, introduce them to the oracle, and send to the genos a
copy of the oracular response given to their question.
The letter of the Delphians is a covering letter which the envoys carried back
Schweigert writes from Athens under date of April 21, 1939: " I have very little doubt that
the letter is gamma. It certainly should not have been bracketed by Wilhelm, f or the vertical stroke
and uppermost horizontal are well preserved. All the letters in this inscription are deeply cut,
and since there is preserved marble surface the middle and lowest hastae of an epsilon should
appear. It will be noted that there are two kinds of epsilon in this inscription, one with isometric,
the other with shorter middle bar; but in neither case is the middle stroke so short as not to
appear on the preserved part if the letter was epsilon."
27
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with them to Athens. It informs the Gephyraioi that their envoys who had come to
consult the oracle had renewed the existing close associations of the Gephyraioi with
Delphi and with Apollo, and that they had been admitted to the oracle. The Delphians
returned also a copy of the question asked of the oracle by the envoys and a copy
of the response, sealed with the public seal.
The stone is broken away below line 27, but it is reasonable to assume that the
lost portion contained the epigraphical record of the question and the response,
followed by an appropriateresolution of the genos of the Gephyraioi.
Inasmuch as the envoys were called rov [acV] Eo--raX<14>Evovq
in line 17, I have
restored [a'-E]o-ra6[XAEOa] in line 7, employing the same form that appears in line 26.
I have also adopted the suggestion of Wilamowitz Ets r [ xp'q0or'rptov] in line 13 and
the suggestion of Cr6nert [wEp't-ras tLacrEt]aqin line 22 (cf. S.E.G., III, 108). For
reasons of space, the restoration o0 [KEto'rarar'OVFE4vpaiwv] is preferable to 01[KELrara
Kat btXav] in lines 23-24.
The envoys of the Gephyraioi were Theophilos, son of Diodoros, of Halai, and
Pammenes, son of Zenon, of Marathon. In the inscription they were named in
asyndeton; there is no room for the connective Kat between the words 'AX[atEa] and
roiVBovCVyovKat LEpEWs
HauE'v-qvin line 20. They were to consult the oracle Vt7TrEp
AtoqE/ llaXXa8kot(lines 10-11 and 18-19), whose name was Diotimos, son of Diodoros, of Halai.
Although it is not specifically stated in this inscription that these men belonged to
the genos of the Bouzygai, this inference was made by Wilhelm from the two f ragments known to him, and he restored the nanmeof the Bouzygai in two other
inscriptions which name Pammenes and his father Zenon: 28
(1) B.C.H., III, 1879, p. 156 (3) ==S.E.G., III, 667.
....

tEl pExs

rov

'Ar0XXawvoq]
Bovivyc'v]
[Z7r)vivwoMapa0&o]

EK TOV YEVOV1 TO[V

HappEv'ov9ToV
vtov

(2) I.G., XII, 5, 271 (Add., p. 312); cf. S.E.G., III, 745.
O 83q,uoq o ['AOfqvativ
Kat]
tot
I V v^o-OV [ KarotKoih'TrE1]

Z 'vcovaHapp [EvovqMapaOca'vtov]
tEpEa -ov ['A7TXXwavoq]
EK TOVYEVoV9 [Toi3 BovCvyJ5v]

apETr)s EVEK[EV KaU EVOrE3E&L'aq
I
'A [pTrE'J8 Aq-rot].
'AioAXXcovt
28Anz. Ak. Wien, 1924, pp. 126-127.
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Diotimos is named as Bouzyges. It is known also (Fonilles de Delphes, III, 2,

no. 60) that in the archonshipof Architimos29 Diotimoswas
0

VYO roV 8?).0V

KaOEo-,rabEvo9 in

rn-k\

Eimv-arpt8&v

the Dodekais sent to Delphi from Athens in that year.

In the belief that he could not have belonged both to the genos of the Bouzygai and to
the genos of the Eupatridai, Wilhelm suggested that the designation Ee
Va5rp8W'v
must be conceived as a general term covering membershipin any of the old Attic gene,
mutually exclusive with respect
and that there was in fact no one yE'vos Evi17trpt8&"v
to the assumption that
no
objection
to all the other gene." There seemed, therefore,
Pammenes, Theophilos, and Diotimos were all members of the genos of the Bouzygai.
But in 1929 Roussel published two Delian inscriptions which proved that
Pammenes belonged to the genos of the Erysichthonidai.i These now appear in
Roussel and Launey, Inscriptions de DeTlos,nos. 2517 and 2518, in the following form:
(1)

[ETrt UEp
grovI

[3Lov

r

EK Tov

'Ag'XXwv]os &ta
7yEvovS To]3 'Epvo-c

[X6ovt&WvHauuE'vov] S rov Zr4
[Vwovso Mapacdvwo]v

Tov

[ IJ-LEXTqO6E'vTosg
avaO-Ta
TTqsg

(2)

Kat

Kat
] OE(O.

5

0&4 [Tlpa----]

LEITCEpEOs
EK TOV yEV

8ta /3tov]
AoA6XX&wos
To[V 'A
[ovsi TOV Epvo-tXOovt]

&GhvllcaZqk[,E'vovsg Tov Zr7vovosl]

Al [apa6*vt4ov].

5

should be restored in one of the
Roussel also noted that the name 'Epvo-tXOovt&83v
is now published by Roussel
667
Delian texts discussed by Wilhelm, and S.E.G., III,
and Launey, Inscriptions de Delos, no. 2516:
tEP[ELs

rov

'AgokXXwvof]

EK TOV YEVOVS9 TO [V

EpvotXOovt8rv]
[ovZ&wvos
Mapa6hoi
Z
Ha/l/Evovs TOV

Similarly, the Delian text fronmParos (S.E.G., III, 745) should probably be restored
as follows:
o 8r7yog o ['AOryvat&VKac]
Ot

TTV

VlT00ov

1KaTOtKOV1VTES1]

30/29 B.C. according to Dinsmoor, Archons, pp. 292-293; cf. also Wilhelm, Anz. Ak. Wien,
1924, p. 124.
30 Wilhelm,
tn2. Ak. Wien, 1924, pp. 124-126. See also Wade-Gery, Cl. Quart., XXV, 1931,
p. 84; Daux, Delphes, pp. 551-554; and Ferguson, Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 51.
31 B.C.H., LIII, 1929, pp. 181-182. Cf. S.E.G., III, 667.
29
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Z 'vcova Hlap [E'vovgMapa0w'vtov]
TOEvCpEa

5

rov ['A0-AXawvos
&&/3tov]

EK TOV 7EEVOVS [ToV
dpErrT1

Epv-XOovt8&v]

EVEK[a KaiCEVOE/3E L?]

'A [pr4/u& Ar7-o-I.
'A-oA'XXwvt

Cf. Inscr. de Delos, no. 1624 bis.
Inasmuch as the name 'Epvo-&XOovt8&v,
for reasons of space alone, cannot be
restored in line 16 of the present text, Roussel suggested that Pammenes may have
passed from one genos to another by adoption, or perhaps that there were two men of
the same name, one in one genos and one in the other.32
With the discovery of the new Agora fragment we now learn that the letter sent
to Delphi by an Athenian genos was despatched not by the Bouzygai or the Erysichthonidai but by the Gephyraioi (lines 3, [6], and [ 16 1). This introduces the name of
still another genos, for one may now suggest that all three men named in the letters
were members of the genos of the Gephyraioi. If so, then Diotimos was both
Bouzyges and Gephyraios, Theophilos was Gephyraios, and Pammenes was both
Gephyraios and Erysichthonides.33
One Pammenes of Marathon had a son who was adopted by Theophilos of Halai
and whose name appears in an inscription published in the 'ApXatoXoYtKI E'Efn.pts
(1911, p. 254) as Ato'&pos@
eo(EoX0V 'AXatEvE,yovot & HlapjlEvovMapacwvtov. Wil-

helm comments on this text (Anz. Ak. Wien, 1924, p. 124), but reserves judgment
on the exact identification of the names in question. The genealogical tables for both
families are so complex that this caution must be commended (cf. the stemmata in
Sundwall, Nachtrdge, pp. 56 and 85), but it is possible that he may have been the
son, natural and adopted, of the two envoys named in this inscription. The Bouzyges
and Priest of Zeus Diotimos was evidently the brother of the envoy Theophilos. In
any case, the close family associations apparent in the present text add to the probability that all were members of the genos of the Gephyraioi; the Bouzyges and Priest
of Zeus certainly was, or there is no valid explanation for the concern of the Gephyraioi in the question at Delphi which they were to ask for him KaOos E`rTLv 7h)L yE' [vEt
vrarptov] (line 10). It is difficult, furthermore, to believe that the Gephyraioi should
32
B.C.H., LIII, 1929, p. 182 and note 2. Cf. Daux, Delphes, p. 551, note 1. The Pammenes
named as archon (biri IapjtE'vov) in the text published by Rhomaios, 'EXXq
VtKa', 1928, pp. 233-243, and
again printed by Roussel in R.E.A., XXXII, 1930, pp. 5-8, is probably the Pammenes of the
present text, archon in the latter part of the first century. The use in the inscription published by
Rhomaios and Roussel of the symbol ) for the homonymous patronymic argues against a date so
early as the archonship of Pammenes in 83/2 B.C. (cf. Larfeld, Handbuch, II, 2, p. 535). The
archonship of the earlier Pammenes is correctly dated by Shear, 1Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 42, but
incorrectly inferred by Roussel-Launey, Inscriptions de Delos, 1592, note, as 82/1 B.C.
33 Diotimos was archon ca. 26/5 B.c. (Graindor, Chronologie, pp. 30-34), and Theophilos was
archon in 11/10 B.C. (ibid., pp. 40 and 48 [no. 14]); for the archonship of Pammenes see note 32.
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have sent envoys from outside their own number on a mission so closely connected
with their own tradition, and that by an extraordinary coincidence these envoys,
though outside the genos, should yet be so close in family relations to one of their
own number. I take this inscription as proof that Diotimos, Theophilos, and Pammenes were all Gephyraioi.
Diotimos is named also in an Athenian decree published recently by Threpsiades
(in Kourouniotes, 'EXEUVO-uLaKa,
I, 1932, pp. 223-236) 8 as one of a commission of
twenty men appointed by the genos of the Kerykes. His personal prominence is
emphasized by the fact that he was named first of the twenty, and by the fact that
he proposed the niotion embodied in the decree. In spite of Roussel's hesitation to
accept this as evidence for his membership in the genos,35I believe that Ferguson is
right in claiming that all members of the commission were KT'PVKEg."
This Eleusinian document and the new Agora fragment show that a man might
belong to the Bouzygai, the Gephyraioi, and the Kerykes. The Delian inscriptions
prove, unless we assume a transfer of allegiance on the part of Pammenes, or Zenon,
or both, that a man might belong to both the Erysichthonidai and the Gephyraioi.
Furthermore, Roussel has called attention to a double allegiance in the family of
Leonides of Melite, who was of the genos of the Amynandridai (I.G., 12, 2338,
line 59) and one of whose immediate descendants belonged to the Kerykes."7 The
evidence indicates plainly that at least by the beginning of the Empire a man might
belong to more than one of the old Attic gene.38
The connection between the Gephyraioi and the priesthood of Zeus in Palladion
has not been known before. There was a court in Athens named after the Palladion,39
and Aristotle ('AS0.IoA., 57, 3) says that the cases tried there were those of involuntary homicide, conspiracy (involving homicide), and the slaying of a slave, metic, or
foreigner. The site is placed by Judeich in the southeastern quarter of the city, not
far west of the Stadion.40 Here also were the cults of ZEOvs4L llaXXa&to(t(or Eirt
llaXXa&OL)and 'AOr%vai'a
E'rSllaXXa&6it.` It is worth noting that the trials for homiRepublished by Roussel in 11h1eangesBidez, pp. 819-834.
Op.
cit., p. 827.
30Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 51.
37 Melanges Bidez, pp. 827-828; cf. also Ferguson, Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 51.
38 For possible cases of double allegiance between Eteoboutadai and Kerykes or Eumolpidai
cf. also Ferguson, Hesperia, VII, 1938, pp. 50-51.
3 For -i7rt
see also Aristophanes, frag. 585; Pausanias, I, 28, 8; Pollux, VIII, 118;
tlaXXa8t
Harpocration, s. v.; Suidas, s. v.; Bekker, Anecdota Graeca, I, p. 311. Cf. Schol. Aeschines, II, 87.
40 Topographie von A then2 (1931),
p. 421. Studniczka's suggestion (Jahrbuch, XXXVIIIXXXIX, 1923-1924, p. 116, note 3) that the lost Ionic temple on the Ilissos was the temple of
Athena &Zr HaAiaStW has been refuted by Hans M6bius, Ath. Mitt., LX-LXI, 1935-1936, pp. 234268, especially p. 243.
41 Cf. I.G., I2, 324, lines 73 and 90 (as in Meritt, A.F.D., pp. 141-142); I.G., I12, 3177 (6rt'
HaAka8aov); I.G., 112, 5055 (&ElaAAaSt).
34
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cide of metics and aliens were held in a court closely connected with a cult controlled
by the Gephyraioi, for this genos was itself foreign in origin and had come to Athens
by way of Eretria or Boiotia.2
The report which Herodotos gives of the Phoenician origin of the Gephyraioi
(V, 57) has been defended by D6rpfeld against Toepffer's insistence that it was a
" handgreifliche Hypothese " and "Mdrchen,"43 and he points out the Phoenician character of the first settlement in Melite and suibsequentmigration to Diomeia. Not only
was the Palladion probably in Diomeia, but here were also the sanctuary of Herakles
and the gymnasium known as Kynosarges.4"This gymnasium was used by Athenians
of doubtful citizenship (voLo), and in its service of non-Attic interests in Athens
probably was related to the settlement of the Gephyraioi in a way similar to that of
the court by the Palladion in matters of homicide.
The envoys of the Gephyraioiwere to consult the oracle at Delphi in a way which
was traditional with the genos and they did this on behalf of the priest of Zeus in
Palladion. It seems to follow from this that the connection of the priesthood of
Zeus with the genos of Bouzygai was also traditional, and the evidence of this inscription shows that it was an established fact in the archonship of Theopeithes.45 How
soon the association was made one cannot tell, but once effected, the priests of Zeus
in Palladion must have been both Bouzygai and Gephyraioi. The epigraphical evidence is so far all of Roman date, being derived, in addition to the present document,
from the lost dedication I.G., 112, 3177, and an inscription on one of the seats of the
theatre, I.G., 112, 5055:
I.G., 112, 3177
rof aAtroi
>I llaXXa&8ov KaL Bov4ivy-q loX [vat]vov Mapa&kovv
xp4o-avros rov llvG9tov 'Air6XX&wov?'t XPn erepovA3o[s] l77l aXXSos
OWEVao-ao-Oiat
EK 7coV t8cOV VO?)oagrotg TE #sEot KaF pD IToXEt
aVE0?KEv.46
E1N

Kara

Toepffer (Att. Gen., pp. 293-300), cites the tradition that Tanagra, onetime home of the
Gephyraioi (Herodotos, V, 57), was also called rP1ovpa,and he associates this with the name of the
genos and with the Athenian worship of reovpata Aurqp. Cf. Hekataios, frag. 118 in Jacoby, Frag.
der griech. Hist., I, p. 23: rPfvpa- ro'Ats BotwTa6.
TtVE3S TOV' avTrov3 Evat Kat Tavaypaiovg
qbacrv, JS
(IX, 2, 10) Kat 'EKaTaio'3. a)' OVi Kat re4vpat'a 71Ar1; Stiidas, s. v. rPEvp(3: $f,V37 Kat v7retuaKTO'S
XrpJ/3wv
42

Ol

yap

o0EV

PE)vpaoIt

KaLreovpaia

e'VoL

Kai

i7r-TXVTOl

iVTE3 'AOi'vrynv

AV,,tv,Trqp.ElpETat a7ro

WK-qfrav;
TOV ExEtV yEf4vpav, a'

Etym. Mag., s. v. re(pvpez4:
4

&r'

'EXEvalva

KaTeWotv

ot

^Aos WArTLKJos,

/AvrTat.

3D6rpfeld, Alt-Olympia, pp. 414-425, with references. The inferences made, e. g., in AltAthen, pp. 30-31, do not affect the issue of origins and settlement.
44Judeich, Topographie von A then12(1931), p. 423 and notes.
45Tradition records the guardianship of the Bouzygai over the Palladion; cf. e. g., Polyainos,
Strategica, I, 5.
46 Graindor, Athenes sous Auguste, p. 146, suspects the omuission of ' i before the word
HJoA[vca]vovin line 2 and assumes that Polyainos of Marathon was archon at the time of the
dedication.
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I.G., 112, 5055 47
Bovivyov
LEpEC0S AQLos Ev

A further indication of close connections between the Gephyraioi and Delphi in
the Imperial period may be found in the fact that the so-called oracle of Harmodios
and Aristogeiton, who were members of the genos (Herodotos, V, 57), was inscribed
at this time in archaistic letters on a pedimental stele which has been found in the
Thriasian plain.48
The present text is dated by the name of the Athenian archon Theopeithes
(ca. 37/6 B.C.) and by the name of the archon of the genos Philonides of Paiania.4
BENJAMIN

D.

MERITT

INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

47 The priesthood of Zeus Teleios was also held by a member of the genos of Bouzygai (I.G.,
5075: Ec'W; Atos TEXeL'ovBovgtvyov).
48
I.G., I2, 5007. Cf. Graindor, Albun d'Inscriptions Attiques, no. 7 (photograph on plate
VI); Athenes sous Auguste, p. 147. On the basis of letter forms Kirchner prefers a date in the
age of Hadrian to that in the tinmeof Augustus supported by Graindor.
49 Cf. Hesperia, VIII, 1939, pp. 80-81.
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